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The Center for Southeast Asian Studies 
Kyoto University 
Refl空ctionsoη Don Dang Re~主主豆h
Research is always a challenging task. This is particular-
ly true of七heDon Dang Project, .To me this research project 
is quite unique in its methodology, i.e.integrating the data 
colle C七ed by natural and social scien七ists with a view to ob-
tain a realistic understanding of the relationsr;ip between 
man and nature in a peasant community exposed to outside influ-
ence. I七 is also gigantic in its scale of opera七ion,ioe. involving 
a score of researchers coming from a variety of disciplines 
and whose intensive ac七ivitiesin七he span of three years have 
brought about a hugh amoun七 offield data. 
工 admire the ini七iative and the p工出1conceived by the 
organizers of this research proje C七. It is really a bold experi-
ment and a demanding task. Research approached from the point 
of view of one single discipline is complicated enough but here 
sevdral disciplines have been represented and integrated. 工t
remains to be seen how the final product will come out. A七七his
stage we c出1say tha七エ七工sa real challenge ぉ1dit ceretainly 
will demand a lot more thorough thinking and effort on our part. 
Theoretical conceptualization apar七，工 canalso understand 
the difficult experiences gone through by the Japanese field 
researchers in Don Dang. Doing research in one s’own country 
is difficult and painful enough 。Buthere da七amust be colle c七ed
in an unfamiliar setting. The difficulties mu S七 becompounded 
many七imesindee d。Thereare a hose of problems that must have 
made data coH:ect1.on in Don Dang a painful and sometimes frus-
trating experience。Japaneseresearchers can take so工acefrom 
七hefact that to some extent Thai assistants also suffer from 
these same problems..; Among these language is one. 工釘nvery 
much impressed with the effort made by Japanese researchers te 
learn some words of the Northeas七 Thaidialect and to communicate 
with Don Dang peasants. 工七工snot an easy t言skbut I think i七
is important in helping our understanding of certain aspects of 
life in Don Dang and エn contr工butingto good relations with 
Don Dang peasants. 
Another problem in obtaining data I think comes from 
the villagers’vague and sometimes inconsistent answers :when 
asked ser也ainque S七ions. These, of course, does not arise from 
the villagers0 del企berateunwillingness to coop"Q"ra七e. I七 rather
is related to cer七ainfeatures of social life in a typical Thai 
village. Insofar as a wide degree of varia七ionofindi vi dual 
behavior is al工owedin Thai culture, as Embree long time ago 
observed,i七 means七hatit w工11be diff工cultto obtain a clear 
乙
picture of vi工lagesocial patterns and organization from answers 
given by individual vi工agers. They themselves do no七 have 
a clear-cut idea of how their village is actually organized and 
functions. Thus i七 is ra七herdifficult七O visualize concretely 
how village life is like in such areas as the nature and func-
tioning of kinship groups, social class structure, village self 
governmen七出1dleadership, changing religious beliefs and prac-
tices and changing value system。
The s目nething is true regarding the villagers’answers 
七O que S七ions 註lJOU'tttte主主 a邑:ttlCULtU:taLpractices and income and 
expenditures. Having just emerged from a subsistence way of life, 
these villagers have not be eロ used七O 七hinkingor practicing 
in七ermsof rational or stric七lp:economic princエples。工tmeans 
more time is needed by the researchers to check七he reliability 
and sor七 OU七 theinconsistencies of the 出1swersgiven. 
Don Dang thus provides a good se七 ingfor researchers to 
test their research skill and to experiment with new ideas. 工t
seems to me every Japanese scholar who has participated in 
七hisproje C七 mustbe a very tough and patient researcher indeed. 
At leas七 itis a sacrifice to spend a long time away from home 
doing research under difficu工七 condi七ions in a foreign coun七ry~
Living with a minimum of material comfort in Don Dang Northeas七
r 
Thai style rvokan may be an unforge七ableexperience but it i中ot
an easy life。Besidea the perenial he a七9 七hephysical and mental 
strains arising from the effort to obtain as m出1ymeaningful 
and reliable data as possibleエn a lim工tedtime mu S七 bevery 
taxing •. ' 
Even though it is a diffi,cult life for researchers in Don 
Dang, still I七hinkwe al工havebenefited a grwat deal from this 
experエence.We have proved ourselves capable of overcoming many 
difficult condi七ions. We have learned a different kind of social 
iJ.'白f告l-the social world of Don Dang peasan七s-which should 
he工P enriching and broadening our intellectual horizon as well 
as our understanding of the rela七エonsh1pb e七weenman and nature。
工日n sure we all look forward to m~ing the most success out 
of our research effor七。 工twi工 be area工con七ributionto a bet-
ter understnnding of village life in the changin~ worldo 
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